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1 » INTRODUCTION

In theory, the identification, selection and preparation of develop¬
ment projects should follow from an over-all national development plan-
In drawing up an overall development plan usually priority sectors

(or sub-sectors) are identified and sectoral (or sub-sectoral) targets
of production specified, thereby providing the criteria for the selection
of investment projects for detail study and appraisal. But, in practice -

especially in developing countries - often another course is also

followed i.e. projects as potentially attractive are selected to meet

identified, specific needs or to take advantage of special opportunities.

Examples of such needs and opportunities ares the presence of natural

resources or some other circumstances permitting production of a commo¬

dity (or a commodity-group) at a relatively low cost$ the existence of

domestic demand, either unsatisfied as is frequently the case with
electric power, transport, education and social utility services, or

satisfied through imports with costs sufficiently high to permit economic
domestic production.

In the early stages of development, many of the developing countries •

especially on African continent - will have a domestic market for indus¬

trial products, (particularly heavy ones) which is insufficient to support
viable industrial projects, however plentiful the raw material supplies
and other opportunities may exist. In these circumstances, if the
selection of potentially attractive industrial projects is done on a

national basis, the choice will be extremely limited. On the other

hand, if potential industrial development in Africa is considered on a

regional or sub-regional basis, vast number of new industrial projects

emerge as potentially attractive. It is for this reason, the United
Nations Economic Commission for Africa has promoted "the study of

potential industrial development in Africa on a regional rather than a

national basis." One of the several projects studied by ECA on a regional
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basis is Iron and. Steel Industry in East and Central Africa.

The increasing industrial development and construction activity for
the development of economic and social infrastructure of Africa is lead¬

ing to growing demand for steel throughout the continent. Bulk of this
2/

demand is presently met through imports.-' Local manufacturing facilities

are only in a few countries. On the other hand, supplies of the major
raw materials for steel making exist in several African countries. To

take advantage of these supplies it is natural to develop steel industry
in Africa, leading to eventual replacement of the supplies of imported
steel largely "by steel made in African Steelworks. But, in the next few
decades the smallness of demand for steel in many of the countries will

be a bottleneck to support any viable steel industry, if the project is
to be considered 011 a national basis. However, the same countries of

Africa, grouped together in a larger regional unit, between them will
form a large enough market to support a steelworks situated in a central

location, which could supply the whole region with steel at competitive
prices. Thus, on a regional basis the project becomes potentially
attractive. With this in mind SCA invited British Government in 19^5 to

finance consultants to investigate the possibility of setting up a

regional iron and steel industry in the sub-region of East and Central

J/ List of the countries comprising the sub-region of East and Central
Africa is given in Appendix table 1.

2/ Total direct consumption of steel products in East and Central African
Countries was estimated to be 450,000 tms in 1965, of which 83% was
imported.
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African countries. Consequent to this request and. preliminary investiga¬
tions "by Dr. A.M. Locckie, W. S. Atkins & Partners were appointed by the
British Ministry of Overseas Development at the end of May, 1965, to
■undertake the study on behalf of the ECA. For the purposes of this study,
twelve countries comprising the sub-region of East and Central Africa are

considered geographically as one unit. In other words, in relation to
this project whole sub-region is treated as a potential common market
for iron and steel.

Both in theory and in practice a project passes through many stages
from the time when it is identified as potentially attractive until it

goes into operation. These various stages involve careful study and

investigation of the project from many different aspects - economic,
technical, managerial and organizational, commercial and financial. Some
of these aspects of the Iron and Steel project in East and Central African

sub-region have been investigated by the consulting engineers of W.S.Atkins
& Partners in their report which they prepared for ECA. In this seminar,
we will attempt a thorough examination of the various' aêpects of. the

project.
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2 - Analysis and Projections of the -Demand, for

Steel in the sub-region

An important element in investigating a potentially attractive

project from an economic point of view is an analysis of the demand for
the goods or services to he provided hy the project. The chp.racter of
markets studies in relation to the proposed project, in terms of the

geographical area and the types of product, have to he investigated and
precise and detailed estimates of demand are required for appraising the

project from economic point of view. For this project of iron and steel
the markets considered are those for hasic steelworks products such as

pig iron, plate and sheet, sections, rods and pipes. Geographically,
twelve countries, comprising the East and Central African suh-region is
treated as a potential common market for the proposed project.

Estimates of total iron and steel demand in the region (hy country

and hy product) were made for the year 1980 hy the Consulting Engineers
of W.S. Atkins & Partners, and also hy ECA. We will discuss here hoth the
estimates -thuse derived in Consultants' report -^and these hased on E.C.A

2/Report —'and examine the methods implied in the projections made hy
consultants and ECA of total iron and steel demand in the suh-region.

1/ United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, A Report on .Development
of the Steel Industry in East and Central Africa hy the Consulting Engineers
of W.S. Atkins & Partiners. E/CN.14/INR/87

2/ E.C.A. Report, E/CR.14/1UR/9°
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1. ESTIMATION OF JE?-'AND (CONSULTANTS' REPORT)

Direct total consumption of steel in the region from 1955 to 1965 has

"been derived in consultant's report from statistics of direct imports by
the member countries, together with figures of local production obtained
from the field surveys. Fig.1. illustrates the total direct consumption
of steel in the region from 1955 to 1965- The total direct consumption
of iron and steel within the region was estimated to be 450*000 tons in

1965, of which 83% was met through imports. From 1950 to 1960 there was

no increase in the general level of consumption but from 1960 to 1965 the
trend indicated 3% annual increase. Projection of future consumption has
been derived in the report by a logarithmic extension of the five - year

moving average of the total direct consumption of steel (1950-1965) at a

constant rate of increase of 6 per cent per annum (see Fig.1). This rate
of growth will produce a total demand for steel by 19% of approximately
1 million tons.

Alternative hypotheses - (i) linear extrapolation of the moving averages

(ii) the relationship between the rate of increase of GDP and that of steel
consumption - were also considered by the consultants for projecting
future demand for steel in the region. The first hypothesis was not

accepted for longterm projections of steel demand, because it produces a *

declining rate of increase when considered as a percentage. The second

hypothesis, the consultants felt, could not be used as there was no »
theoretical means of predicting rates of increases of GDP in member
countries.

/
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Product Groups :

Grouping of products was made according to S.I.T.C. These rationa¬
lized groupings are then divided into "bloom and "billet products and flat

products.

The demand for each product has "been taken in the report to grow at

the same constant rate of 6 per cent per annum as total consumption of
steel. This consumption is based on the trends of each product of the

past decade (1955-1965)? which did not reveal any significant deviations
in the relative proportions. Thus, product-mix was assumed hy the Con¬
sultants to remain constant over time. Pattern of demand for steel in

the region hy products is given in table 2.4 in the appendix.

It was also assumed that the total steel demand in each member

country will grow at the same constant rate of 6%. In other words

pattern of total iron and steel demand by country remains the same, (see
tables 2.1 and 2.6 in the appendix)

E.C.A. Estimates of 1980 Demand for Iron and Steel in the Region ï

Shortly after the Consultants' report was printed ECA produced a

report (e/CN. 14/IITR/9O) on "The Developments of the Engineering Industries
in East and Central Africa - Mechanical Engineering", in which a plan was

put forward for the development of engineering industries in the various
countries in the sub-region. In the light of this report, ECA considered
that the proposed plan for Engineering industries in the sub-region, if

fully implemented, would lead to a higher rate of increase of steel

consumption than that used in Consultants' report, and would also affect
the pattern of demand by country as well as by product-mix^ hence further
consideration of the demand for iron and steel in 1980 was desirable.

Consequently, ECA proposed another set of steel demand estimates based

on the plan of Development of Engineering Industries in the sub-region.

/
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Analysis of Steel Demand in the Sub-region "by E.C.A. s

The total demand for "basic steelworks products, such as pig iron,

plate and sheet, sections rods and pipes is broken down into three compo¬

nents s (i) the direct consumption (requirements of the construction

industry; (ii) future iron and steel requirements of the existing

engineering works; (iii) demand created by new proposed works of engineer¬

ing for which manufpicturing capacity will be available in 1980.

Present consumption (i.e. in 1965) of basic steelworks products,
obtained from import and domestic production statistics, are broken down
into (a) tonnage used directly and (b) that used by existing engineering

industry.

(i) Direct consumption of steel;

The direct component figures of total steel demand of each country

in the sub-region are projected individually over two periods 1965-1970
and 1970-1980 using the rates of growth for total engineering goods con¬

sumption, calculated in the ECA report E/CU". 14/INR/9O. In the first period
these rates have a range of 5-1 to 10.4 percent per annum, with a-weighted

average of 6.7 percent for the sub-region. In the second period they

vary between 5»8 and 9*3 per cent per annum with an average of 7-7 per cent.

Rates of Growth total Engineering Goods Consumption ;

Calculation of the rates of growth for total engineering goods con¬

sumption for individual countries is based on the relationship between

engineering goods consumption and gross domestic product.-l/ This relation¬

ship is estimated by E.C.A. by fitting a regression line log y = a + b log x

(where y represents engineering goods consumption per capita and x GDP per

capita) to the following data for the year 1962/3 (average of 1961 and 1963)•

_1J This hypothesis is based on the fact that engineering goods, either
directly in the form of steel, or indirectly in the form of machinery and
vehicles, enter all sectors of the economy.
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Engineering Goods Consumption and GDP.

G.D.P./per capita E.G.C./per capita
U.S. $ kg.

Ethiopia 42.7 2.43

Mozambique 50.0 7.9

Tanzania 55.0 5.23

Nigeria 60.0 6.2

Uganda 63.7 3.4

Kenya 79.2 17.4

Madagascar 112.8 8.5
Tunisia 147.0 27.5

Zambia 185.0 30.2

Mauritius 189.0 39.7

Ghana 190.0 27.5

Rhodesia 210.0 56.8

The regression line estimated is ;

log y = 1.545 l°g x - 1.99

which gives an elasticity of 1.545 tor increase of steel consumption in
relation to increases in GDP per head. Using this elasticity rates of

growth of engineering goods consumption in individual countries of the

sub-region have been calculated (see appendix table (2.2)

(ii) The demand for Existing works

la taken as part of the total in 19^5 9 n°t forming the direct steel
consumption It is assumed that some existing works will expand, while
some others will be closed down, creating no net increase or decrease in
this component of total steel demand.

(iii) Requirements of New works

Requirement of basic steel products of each of the proposed works is

derived from the plan of development of Engineering Industry - Mechanical

engineering.

The estimates of the three components mentioned above of total iron

and steel demands in 1980 are given in Appendix table 2.3.
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3 - Product Distribution and Price Structure

Product -Distributing Centres

The demand for steel products is mainly found in the vicinity of
centres of industrial activity. It is,therefore,quite logical to consider
the markets for steel products as "being those areas where population and

industry are concentrated. Nineteen such centres were located hy the
consultants in the sub-region. These centres ares

1. Addis Ababa

2. Asmara

3. Mogadiscio

4. Nairobi

5. Mombasa

6. Kisumu

7• Kampala

8. Mbale

9. Dar-es-Salaam

10. Mwanza

11. Blantyre

12. Lusaka

13» Kitwe

14. Salisbury

15• Bulawayo
16. Kigali

17» Bujumbura

18. Tananarive

19. Port Louis

It may be noted that in each country at least one centre of its own

market was chosen. In countries where industrial activity is more dis¬

persed, additional centres were located. It was assumed by the Consultants
that the rate of growth for steel products will be the same for each

centre as for the whole region.

/
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Price Structurei-

In the determination of the price structure it is assumed "by the

Consultants that the steel products of the proposed industry will he
sold at each of the selected distribution centre at the same basic price

as that of equivalent products currently imported, before the levying of
import duties, tariffs and sales. The basic price is defined as the sum

of the average c.i.f. price, the average landing cost of $3»3 per ton
and the transport cost of carrying the product from the ports of entry
to the distribution centres. Transport cost aa estimated. Jby Consultants

are given below:—

Distribution Centres Port of Entry Transport Costs
($ per ton)

Addis Ababa Djibouti 14.1

Asmara Massawa 1.8

Mogadiscio - -

Nairobi Mombasa 10.6

Mombasa - -

Kisumi Mombasa 18.5

Kampala Mombasa 24.2

Mbale Mombasa 22.8

Lar-es-Salaam - -

Mwanza Dar-es-Salaam 25.0

Blantyre Beira 10.0

Lusaka Beira 40.3 +

Kitwe Beira 47-8 *

Salisbury Beira 12.0

Bulawayo Beira 19-4

Kigali Dar-es-Salaam 39-8

Bujumbura Dar-es-Salaam 27.2

Tananarive Paniatawe 6.0

Port Louis _ _

/
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The c.i.f. values used in the report for purposes of calculation
incomes or revenue of the industry are the weighted averages over 1963
to 1964 the prices quoted in the trade statistics of the nine countries
In certain cases anomalies were found "by the Consultants. For example,
Tanzania in 1964 appeared to import hot rolled sheet at a lower price than

that of plate. These irregularities were rationalized hy comparing these

prices with the British Iron and Steel Board's price determination schedule,
which details the price structure for all steel products. Rationalized

c.i.f. prices for steel products, as derived in the report, are given below:

Product Weighted average c.i.f.prices
at ports of entry

1963 1964

Rationalized c.i.f.
prices

Products Product

Group

Pig iron 70 95 83 83

Ingots, slabs,
blooms and billets 120 92 111 111

Wire rod 95 101 135 135

Bars & Rods 131 143 132 135

Light sections — 140 140
Medium sections - 140 134
Rails 127 140 137 135

Heavy section - 140 133

Seamless pipes 274 330 190

Plate + 6 mm 145 148 139 140

Plats - 6 mm 145 148 157
150Hot rolled Coil 235 227 143

Cold rolled Coil 235 227 182 195

Tinplate 213 204 193

Welded jupe 274 196 196
Galvanized sheets

Flat 173 186 213

Corrugated 199 206 213

It is also noted by the Consultants that in spite of considerable price

fluctuations in the international steel markets, there is a possibility that
iron and steel products could be manufactured within the region at a cost
which would be highly competitive in the world market.

/
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4 - THE CHOICE OF LOCATION

In theory, the selection of the location for a proposed investment

project involves the analysis of locational forces, in order to determine
the site where the resultant of these forces produces a maximum rate of

profit or a minimum unit cost. The main elements of locational forces
are s (a) the sum of transport costs of raw material inputs and products §

(h) the availability and relative costs of input factors, such as labour,
electric power, fuel etc.; (c) other factors such as administrative and
housing facilities, living conditions and climate. The relative importance
of these factors depends considerably on the nature or type of project
under consideration. For example, in case of some projects a priori it
can be suggested that they should be located close to raw material sources

(cement factory, food processing industry, iron and steel industry etc.).
On the other hand, some projects are more suited to be located near the
markets for their products. However, in general the comparison of different
locations for a proposed project (i.e. whether the project should remain
close to raw materials and other input sources, or close to the outlet

market) has to be done in greater detail, in terms of weight, distance,
freight rates, availability of special inputs etc.

For setting up an iron and steel industry essential requirements are

a deposit of iron ore, a supply of fuel, with a preference for good quality
coking coal, a deposit of limestone, and a site with access to plentiful
water, and it is?in general, apparent that the location of the industry
has to be near the source of raw materials because the differences in

weight of raw materials (iron ore and coal) and of end product of steel
will generally outweigh the differences in freight rates. However, the
decision on location would require careful study if by products of iron

and steel industry coke tar, gas, amonia water, raw material for stag,
cement and benzine etc. and its external effects on industrialization are

also to be taken into consideration.

/
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Location problem for the Iron and Steel Industry in the sub-region

has been studied in the report exclusively from the point of view of the

iron and steel industry alone and no consideration has been given to

future employment of the by-products and external effects of the indus¬

try on other types of industries.

Deposits of Iron Ores in the Sub-regiont-

Iron Ore is found in a number of places in the region, but there

are a few deposits in which the estimated reserves of ore are stifficient
to justify the capital expenditure required to exploit ore mines and to
set up iron work to use the ore. Of the deposits which have adequate

reserves, some are of rich ore containing 5®$ or more of iron (fe), while
others are of lower quality. Table 4«1 gives detail account of the

deposits known to exist in the sub-region, their estimated reserves, and

grade.

As would be seen in the table 4.1, only in a few countries - Ethiopia,
Uganda, Zambia and Rhodesia - deposits, having adequate reserves and of
rich ore containing more than 50$, iron, occur. Zambia and Rhodesia are

of course the richest.

Supply of Fuels

(a) Coal Resources;

Although coal fields are found in Ethiopia, Tanzania, Malwi, Zambia,
Rhodesia and Malagasy Republic, good coal is scarce in most countries.
Coal resources of East and Central Africa are summarised in Table 4*2.

The only plentiful supply of coking coal is at Wankie in Rhodesia. Thus,
it is only from the iron ores of Rhodesia and the neighbouring Zambia
that iron can be made by the conventional coke blast furnace process

using local coal. Exploitation of iron ore of other countries if based
on this process, would require importation of coal or coke.

In countries where electric power is cheap, electric smelting pro¬

cesses are in use.

/
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Power Supplies in East and Central Afrioas-

Existing and potential power supplies in the sub-region are summarised

in Table 4»3« The possibility of generating power cheaply by hydro-
*

electric schemes exist in many of the countries. As the table 3»3 shows

such power already available in the vicinity of some of the ore deposits
m

in Uganda, Zambia and Rhodesia. Further hydro-electric potential exists
in all these countries so that new scheme could readily be just in hand
to support a new stoel-works.

Water Supplies

In the sub-region, with the exception of Somalia, and possibly

Criteria, there is plentiful supplies of water. These are subject to

large variations but would be adequate for the requirements of a steel

industry.

In the first instance, on the basis of data relating the chemical
analysis and estimated resources of the ore deposits in the sub-region and
their proximity to suitable fuels the Consultants concluded that only six

areas were north consideration as likely sites for an iron works. The six

deposits were chosen and it was assumed that-iron making facilities based

on their exploitation would be centered in or near the following towns. ,

1. Asmara in Ethiopia
2. Tororo and Kasese in Uganda •

3. Njomhe in Tanzania

4- Wsaha in Zambia

5. Que Que in Rhodesia.

Comparison of the above 6 likely suites for iron and steel industry
and various other possible combinations (arrived at by dividing production
between integrated works at two or three different locations) in terms of
profitability and production cost (including the cost of delivery of the
end product to markets) will be taken up later when we come to discuss the

optimum development plan for the industry.

/
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5 - ECONOMICS OF MANUFACTURINQ IRON AND STEEL

5.1 Mining of Iron Ore;-

The first stage of manufacturing iron and steel products is the
extraction of iron ore. There are two methods by which iron ore can

be minei viz. open cost and underground methods. According to Consultants
the geological formations of the principal iron ore deposits in East and
Central Africa are such that it can be a priori assumed that they will be

exploited by conventional open cast mining method. Opencast method is
in general cheaper than the other method, since it can be extensively
mechanized to give an output per man per day much higher than underground
methods. This argument, however,is misplaced in the context of under¬
developed countries which have very little capital and possess abundant

unskilled labour. In these circumstances in terms real cost labour in¬

tensive techniques would be cheaper. In view of the factor endowment

situation in these oountries one would .suggest that it is advisable to

employ labour intensive methods rather than Capital intensive mechanized

ones.

In general the planning and development work for opencast mining,

according to Consultants, may be carried out as described below.

a) removal of rises and ridges, if any, at the site

b) location of the box-cut, if possible,
at the lowest side of the deposit to facilitate drainage.

c) Some drilling and blasting operations of the rock

d) Loading of blasted rock for transport (to be done by single-
bucket excavators)

e) Transport of rock to the dump

frilling of overburden in the dump area (to be done by bulldozers)
g) Bench.ing of the ore body (involves again drilling, blasting and

loading into trucks.

h) Delivery to crusher, where it is reduced to a minus 150 millimeter
product

i) Feeding of crushed product into apron feeder,

j) Discharge to storage bunkers.

/
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Comprehensive costs per ton (annual operating cost plus annual

capital cost including, a margin of profit) of the above opencast mines
method varies according to the level of output» The cost for a range of

outputs is shown in Pig»5»1« At the output level of 0.25 million tons

annual, cost per ton is $ 2.2 and it decline to little over $1 per ton
if the output level is raised to 1.0 million. Cost per ton is lowest in

the range of output 1.5 to 2.0 million tons. Thus the large scale pro¬

duction results a lower cost per ton up to 2.0 million tons.

5.2 Producing Iron from Ore;-

The second stage in the manufacture of iron and steel products is to

produce iron from ore. Four processes of producing iron from ore were

selected for study;

1. The blast furnac rocess

2. Electric smelting process - elkem process

3. HÏL process

4. Stelco - Lurgi (S-L) process.

The first two processes make the liquid product, while the latter two
are the so-called direct reduction processes, in which a solid product is
made.

1. The Blast Furnace Process;

It accounts for the bulk of the world's iron output because when it

may be feasible, it is by far the most efficient method.

The essential requirement for using the blast furnace process is

coking coal or charcoal. This method can be used in Southern
Rhodesia or in Zambia where the Wankie coal field of coking coal is in

easy reach. Asmara in Ethiopia, using imported coal or coke, Tororo or

kigezi in Uganda, using Charcoal, are the other possible location where the
blast furnace process can be used.
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Pig. 5.2 - Comprehensive Cost of Billet Production Based
on Corventional Blast Furnace Process.
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The comprehensive costs (i.e. annual capital cost plus- annual
operating cost plus margin of profit) of producing liquid iron from a

blast furnace are plotted against the annual billet production in Pig.

5.2.

NOTE; 1) The capital costs; include the cost of crushing and screeing

equipment, coke ovens, blast furnaces and ancillary equipment
and all associated general work services.

2) The operating cost; include the cost of all raw materials
delivered to the works and all processed and operating costs

associated with the above plant.

3) The costs estimates are based on the assumption that two blast
furnaces will be used, except for very small tonnages.

2 - The Elkam Process;-

The Elkem process can be used where electricity is cheap and a high

grade product is required. Where the ore contains a high percentage of
titanium dioxide (Ti O2) as to the case with the ore in Tanzania, this

process, using coking or charcoal as a reducing, may replace the blast
furnace which cannot treat such ores.

3 - The HYL Process;-

In areas where cheap natural gas is available and other fuel is
scarce the SyL Process is considered to be the most attractive» For

example, this process could be used in the South-West of Uganda in
Kigeri district using the natural gas for Lake Kivu.

4 - The S - L Processs-

This process is excellent for ore containing a high percentage of

titanium dioxide (TÍO2). The advantage the process has is that it can

cope with titaniferous ore, using non-coking coal.
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5.3- Steelmaking

The processes chosen for steelrnaking are the ones to match the
iron making processes, taking into consideration the product from the

ironmaking plant and the location of the steel plant in relation to the
blast furnace plant. The following three processes have been studied is 9

the report:

1. The LP process

2. The electric ore process

3. The open hearth process

The LP Process:

This process uses liquid iron to make steel and can therefore be
combined either with the blast furnace or with the Elkem furnace at their

respective sites.

The Electric Arc Process:

This process was originally used as a scrap smelting process for

making special steel. It is now increasingly used for the production of
ordinary steel, using sponge iron from direct reduction processes, together
with scrap. The use of this process is restricted to areas where cheap

power is available and where these is a severe shortage of other types of
fuel.

The open Hearth Processs-

Bulk of the world's steel is produced by this process. Although
the use of cold pig iron for steel making by the open hearth process is

ideal, the process is capable of using hot pig iron also.

5.4 - The Selection of Process for various Locations

In Uganda the ore deposits of Tororo and Kigezi are remote from

any coal supplies. Therefore, local timber for charcoal, natural gas in
Lake Kwu and electricity from Owen Pall can be considered for the supplies
of fuel.

/
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For locations in Uganda three alternative combined process for the

production of iron and steel are feasible. They are:

1. ÏÏYL & Electric Arc Steel plant
2. Elkem and LD steel plant

3. Charcoal blast furnace and LD Steel Plant

If the site of industry is near Tororo, the third alternative is found
to be the most economical of the three. Comprehensive costs of the three

processes located near Tororo are shown in Fig 5° 3»

If the iron and steel is to be located in Lusaka or Que Que, the
blast furnace and LD combined process will be most suitable. This

process will also be suitable for the location Asmara, where ironmaking
will be based on imported coal or coke. Comprehensive cost of this

process for these two locations is shown in Fig.5»4»

In the Njomhe district of Tanzania the titaniferour ores can be

treated only by the S-L or Elkem processes out of those considered.

Comparing the comprehensive costs of the two processes, it is found that
S.L. route to steel making is far superior to the Elkem process route.
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Fig 5*3 - Comprehensive Cost of Billet Production Based.
On the HYL, Elkem & Charcoal Blast Furnace Pro¬

cess.
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5.4 - Comprehensive cost of steelmaking "based

on Conventional Blast Furnace L.D Process
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Read the report by EGA - Development of the Steel Industry in East

anr] Central Africa Chapter 6 - for the details discussion on manufacturing
'

the whole range of rolled steel products. Below is given a diagram

^ ; describing, in summary, the net work of operations, for prohnaijig these
jaxpdlictss

• " Processes of Iron and Steel Products
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6 - TRANSPORT COSTS*1"

Goods transport in the sub-region is governed by four modes:- rail,

roads, inland water and sea. Freight rates differ considerably from one
mode of transport to another.

Rail and R»ad Transports-

As róad systems improve and capacity of road vehicles increases,
African railways are increasingly facing a challenge by road haulage.

However, general growth of traffic, and in particular the increase of
bulk industrial loads, is expected to provide enough demand to keep the

railways operating economically for the foreseeable future.

Although the links between the main Industrial c-éntres and the ports

are by rail, other internal oommunications in the region are provided
chiefly by road services. Freight rates for transport by rail are much

cheaper than by road. Rationalized rates in relation to products and

rawmaterial inputs of the iron and steel industry for both the modes of

transport are given below:

+ For information on present transport network and proposed future
development of the transport system in the sub—region refer to Chapter 5»
of the ECA Report, "Development of the Steel Industry in East and Central
Africa".
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Schedule of Rail and Road Freight Rates

(U.S. cents / ton km.)
Freight Rail & Lake Trans¬

port
Road Transport

Bulk products exclud¬
ing eil+ 0.9 3.3

•

Bulk oil 2.4 5.0

Finished Products++ 2.0 4-2

+ raw materials, slabs, bullets, blooms, pig iron
++ Rods, bars, sections, sheets, plates, coiles.

Inland water Transport.

In East Africa (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania) inland transport is run by
and integrated with the railway system. Rates are the same as railway
rates.

Sea Transports-

With the advance of internal communication on the Continent, ceastal

shipping plays less important role than before. But the importance of

shipping for longer hauls can never be challenged on economic grounds. Sea

transport rate are set out below:-

/
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Schedule of Sea Freight and Insurance Rates
($ per ton)

Freight Port of Pert of Origin
Delivery Beira Dar-es-

Salaam
Mombasa ; Massawa

Bulk cargoes Port Louis 14.3 11.7 11.7 16.2

Tamatave 15.5 10.7 11.3 16.2

Beira - 10.0 10.0 11.2

Dar-es-
Salaam 10.0 6.7 10.1

Mombasa 10.0 6.7 - 10.1

Mogadiscio 10.2 8.5 7»9 10.1

Djibouti 10.5 8.9 8.0

Massawa 11.2 10.1 10. 1
:

Rolled Port Louis 16. 7 14.5 14.5 20.1

Steel Tamatave 18.1 13.5 14.5 20.1

products Beira - 11.9 11.9 15.7

Dar-es-
Salaam 11.9 — 8.2 12.5

Mombasa 11.9 8.2 - 12.5

Mogadiscio 12.1 10.5 9-7 12.5

! Djiboute 12. S J 12.0 10.4

Massawa 15.7 12.5 12.5

Proposed New Ma.jor Transport Links;

Two proposed projects - Kafue cut-off to provide a shortened link

from Lusaka to Salisbury by about 700 km and the Central to East Africa

rail link to connect Kapiri Mposhi (near Lusaka copper-belt) to the East
African railway system and the port of Dar-es-Salaam - will make a con¬

siderable difference to the cost of delivery of steel products to dis¬
tribution centres, if either Lusaka or Njombe are chosen as work site
for the industry. It is assumed by the Consultants that these two tran¬

sport links will be completed by 1980. With this proviso, the trans¬

port costs by the route giving minimum costs have been calculated for

delivery of finished products from each of the possible production centres

to each of the nineteen distribution centres. These are given in

Appendix table 6.1 and table 6.2. .•••••/...
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It may "be remarked, that the profitability of the industry would

depend both on the production cost and the cost of delivery to the market.
"The production costs are influenced by the scale of output as we noted
in our previous discussion. This means there is an advantage to be gained

by the concentration of production at a single works. But concentration
of production will increase transport costs, particularly if the steel
is produced at a site which is not in a central position. Thus there is
conflict between the need to concentrate production to minimize production
cost and the need to split production between several locations to mini¬
mize transport costs. To resolve this conflict one must calculate pro¬

duction and delivery costs fox a number of different possible plans.
These calculations have been carried out in the report for 16 such plans,
which fall in the following three groups ï

(a) Production at a single integrated iron and steel works at various
locations

(b) splitting of production between integrated works at two or three
different locations, each supplying the markets nearest to the
works.

(c) The production of iron at one works and the distribution of a part
of the iron output to a second location for steel making and. rolling.

Consultants in their report compared these various alternative plans
on the basis of commercial profitability and recommended the optimum plan.
In the next chapter we will examine in detail these various plans.
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7 - THE OPTIMUM DEVELOPKMT PLAN FOR IRON MP STEEL INDUSTRY
IH THE SUB-REGION

Sixteen alternative plans were studied "by the Consultants, in order
to indicate the optimum course of action for setting up iron and steel

industry in tho sub-region. The criterial applied' for determining the

optimum development plan is commercial profitability defined as.

Commercial Profitability = Annual revenue from sales minus comprehen¬

sive annual operating costs (expenditure
on iron and steel making and rolling plus

25/£ on capital for depreciation and profit
return on capital) minus costs of delivery

Comparison of Alternative Plan

In the comparison of alternative plans, on the basis of profitability,
the following procedure was adopted by the Consultants:

(a) The distribution centres are allocated to the various production

centres.

(b) The product-mix for the various centres is determined from the

estimated demand levels.

(c) Any demand tonnages too low to be produced economically are

eliminated by inspection. In general this involves elimination
of plate and heavy sections and sometimes medium sections.

(d) The revenue earned by each production centre is calculated from
tho selling prices discussed in Chapter 3»

(e) The costs of distributing the various products to the various
centres is determined, using freight rates given in Appendix
table 6.1

Financial Appraisal of Alternative Plans.

Tho results on profitability of the alternative plans are

summarized below.
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Summa""y of Results

Plan Site Activities Surplus

Production Marketing ($ million) j
Single Inte¬
grated. works
(1980)

A Que Que ) Serving (

j

i
1
I
i

i

j
I

i
50-65 j

B Lusaka ) Integrated. entire ( 1 45.21 j
C Tororo ) works region ( j 27.26 !

D Hj omb e ) ( 1 23.22 j

Semi-Inte¬

grated. works
(1980)

. ■ ' '

E Que Que
Mombasa -

Integrated.
Steelmaking &
rolling from
Que Que Pig
iron

Location
of steel

making &
rolling
mills near

markets

; JO. 45

I
1

F Que Que
Mombasa -

Integrated.
Polling Que
Que Billets

Location of

Rolling mills
near markets

41.36

Two Inte¬
grated. works
(1980)

!
I
i

G

H

Que Que
Tororo

Que Que
Tororo

(integrated
(works

(integrated
(works

Serving centres
according to
minimum trans¬

portation costs
Que Que providing
Rhodesian require¬
ment alone

!
36.81 !

25.20

I Que Que
Fjombe

jI

(integrated
(works

Que Que providing
Rhodesian require¬
ments

!
22.96 !

I
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Summary of Results cont'd.

Activities
I |

_;Surplus i
Plan Site I

Production
t

Marketing ï $ million)

J Que Que
Lusaka

I

(integrated ;
(works

i

I

Que providing
Rhodesian re¬

quirements
18.38

I

Three Integ¬
rated works

(1980)
K

Que Que
Tororo
Asmara

(Integrated
(works
(
(

Serving Centres Í
according to ! 14.87 |
minimum trans-j
port cost j j

Integrated
works(l975)

I
;

L Que Que (integrated
(works

Serving. Entire
market

30.95

M Que Que
.Tororo

-

(integrated
(works

Serving centres
according to 20.69 !
minimum trans-!
port costs

I Integrated
works(1970) i

N Que Que Integrated Serving entire
region 19.38

I

0
I

Que Que
Tororo

Integrated Serving centres
according to
minimum trans¬
portation cost.

3

5.76

Integrated
works(1965)

L__

Que Que Integrated Serving entire
region 9.05

Prom the ahove summary results it is clear that a single integrated iron

and steel industry in the Que Que area is found to he the most profitable

production unit. However,profitable works could be set up at other locations,
particularly Lusaka. Plans F and G are also of interest.

Financial Appraisal of Alternative Plans on the basis of Revised Marketing

Assumptions (E.C.A. Demand Estimates)

/
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Eight of the previous 16 cases have heen reworked on the basis of new

estimates of demand of steel in the region. Below is given the summary of
results. In addition to surplus profit, which is used as the main criterion
for comparing the various alternative plans, the total capital requirement
and the gross return expressed as a percentage on capital are also presented. •

Here again we find that on the basis of surplus profit or gross rate

of return criterion a single integrated works at Que Que in the most pro¬

ductive unit.

Summary of Resu11s_

Plan Site
;

Capital allo¬
cation ($
million)

Gross return
on capital
(percent)

Surplus
($ million)

Single Integrated
works (1980)-
A A Que Que 362 40 72

B B Lusaka 362 00
+

->■ i 64+(48)
C C Tororo 373 33 47

Semi Integrated
works (1980)
F F Que Que 399 36 62

Two Integrated
works (1980)
G G Que Que

Tororo++
429 35 63

H H Que Que 436 33 51

I I Que Que 468
+

30 42+
J J Que Que 420 32+(30 50+ (38)

+ It is assumed that new rail link are completed
++ Case G G is worked out on the assumption that each work supplie the

centres according to minimum transport costs. HE, II and JJ on the
assumption that Que Que supplies to Rhodesian requirements.
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Example for illustrating calculation of surplus profit

Plan AA - Single Integrated works at Que Que in 1980

Revenue $ million

Income from Sales 246.80
Less Delivery cost 44» 99

Ex-works value of Product 201.81

Expenditure (including 25% on capital
Iron & Steelmaking 71.64
Rolling 58.64
Comprehensive manufacturing cost 130.28

Surplus 71.53

Capital Required :

Iron & Steelmaking 140.00

Rolling 159.00
Allowance for phasing 30.00
Allowance for Contingencies 33» 00

Total Allocation 362.00
Gross Profits 25% of 299 plus

71.53 145

GROSS RATE OF RETURN

It may he remarked here that the analysis of Consultants for financial

appraisal of the project suffers from a serious defect. Computation of

profitability (surplus profit or gross rate of return) fail to recognize
the role of time - the fact that income (or cash surplus) occurs after
fifteen years and capital costs are made in the first fifteen years is not

taken into account. To assess the profitability of the project, it is

necessary to take into account time factor. One of the ways to do it
t!

would be to calculate internal rate of return "i.e. the rate of discount

which makes present worth of cash surplus during the life of the iron and

steel plant equal to zero.
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Calculation of Internal Rate of Return;

ï) Life of the Iron and Steel plant is 15 years

2) Schedule of capital expenditure through time is
as given in Consultant's Report - A 15 - year

plan for the Industry

3) Cash surplus is uniformly obtained at the same

level throughout the life of the plant.

4) Until 1980, the year of the commencement of planned
operation of all activities, cash surplus is negligible.

The calculation of internal rate of return is illustrated in

Table 7»1* It is found to be 12% approximately for the A plan i.e.
when integrated works are set up in Que Que.

A Fifteen-year plan for the Development of the Industry

The summary of a 15 - year plan of development of Iron and Steel

Industry proposed by Consultants to be set up at the optimum location

Que Que is given belows

Product Unit Date of Installation

(a) Que 1500 - ton - per-day blast

furnace and associated coke ovens

and ore preparation plant 1968

(b) The first stage (rod a^d bar) of
the combination bar and wire rod

mill with billet reheating furnaces 1968

(c) A-1200 mm-wide semi-continuous hot-

strip mill with slab reheating furnaces 19^9

(d) Two 65 ton-capacity LD converters, two
twin - strand slab casting machines and
two multi-strand billet casting machines 19^9

(e) A 1200 mm - wide three-stand cold rolling
mill with pickling and annealing plant and

temper mill 1971
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(f) The second 1500 - ton - per-day
blast furnace and associated equip¬

ment

(g) The second stage (wire-rod) of the
combination bar and wire-rod mill

(h) The three 65-ton - capacity LP con¬

verter, with additional continuous
casting capacity

(i) The fourth stand of the cold mill

(j) The medium section mill with re¬

heating furnaces

(k) The fifth stand of the cold mill

(l) The replacement combination and wire
rod mill

Total capital Requirements to implement t

Plant and Equipment $ 133,000,000
Mechanical and electrical services $ 40,000,000
Buildings and Civil engineering
works $ 19,000,000
Total Fixed Assets i 192,000,000

Design and Engineering $ 14,000,000
Other Preliminary costs $ 22,000,000
Working capital $ 12,000.000

Total Estimated Capital cost $ 240,000,000
Allowance for contingencies t 25,000.000

Total Allocation Required $ 265,000,000

1971

1972

1972

1973

1974

1977

1977

he above plan.
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Schedule of cash Requirement during the construction Periods

Year Cash Required Cummulative cash
$ (millions) $ (millions)

1966 - -

1967 16 16

1968 50 66

1969 42 108

1970 23 131

1971 40 171

1972 21 192

1973 11 203

1974 7 210

1975 1 211

1976 8 219

1977 17 236

1978 4 240

Requirements of Manpower and other Facilities for Implement the Plan

Manpower Requirements for the Industrys-

It was estimated that if the plan of setting up Iron and Steel Indus¬

try in the sub-region was executed according as proposed above, the effec¬
tive manning of industry including all operatives, administrative and mana¬

gement staff, will the first phase require about 6000 personnel by 1989»
expanding to about 12000 by 1977° Table below give manpower structure

required to establish and run the industry.

/
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Manpower Requirement of the Iron and Steel

Industry in the sub-region

Group Number required
in 1969

Number re¬

quired in
1977

i

Managerial 180 360 3

Technical 360 600 5

Administrative
and Clerical 1500 30,00 25

Supervisory 300 600 5

Skilled 1800 36,00 30

Semi-unskilled 1920 38,40 32

Total

1

6000 12000 100

I
The ahove six groups are characterized by marked differences in

their various educational and practical training. It is considered by

the Consultants that because of the required combination of high educa¬

tional training and several years' experience, preferably in the steel

industry, of the managers and technicians required for the new works, it
will be unlikely that all of them may be supplied from within the region.
On the other hand, it is considered that there will be adequate supply of
labour available which, after a short period of training, could meet the

requirements for semi-and unskilled labour. Similarly, administrative
and clerical staff requirements are also not likely to pose any problem.
Skilled and supervisory staffing locally may pose some problems in the
short run.

It is, however, recommended in this report that in the long term
every effort should be made to fill the gap between supply and demand of

managerial, technical and skilled labour by the provision of suitable

secondary, technical and higher education.

/
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Other Facilities;

Provision of water and power supplies, residential and social
amenities are other requirements for establishing the proposed project.

It is estimated that the proposed works will have a demand for electrical

power of 73 MW. Taking into account the employment for about 12000
people, their family, increase in local population due to the establishment
of the industry etc, expansion for the provision of housing, educational,

medical, shopping and other services will be required. Thus a comprehen¬
sive planning of all these activities will be needed.
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8 - CONCLUDING REMARKS

From our previous discussion the following broad conclusion can be
drawn;-

1. The estimated demand for iron and steel products in 1980 (1 m.tons

according to Consultants Report and 1.6 m. tons based on E.C.A. Report) is
sufficient to support a viable steel industry in the sub-region of East
and Central Africa.

2. The analysis of manufacturing cost and transport cost indicates
that an iron and steel industry could be set up in the sub-region, and
that basic requirements of the sub-region of steel products could be met
from indigenous resources (iron ore, coal, power etc) on an economic basis.

3. Comparison of estimated cost of producing finished products with
international prices suggests that the export outside the region of finished

products is a possibility.

4. Although no detail examination of the effects of setting up the

industry on balance of payment of the region is made either by Con¬
sultants or E.C.A., E.C.A has made rough calculations of foreign exchange
component of total capital cost and also of approximate cost per ton of

billets or slabs of imported material to be used as inputs. EGA suggests

that 2/3 of total capital costs will be in foreign exchange. The division
of capital expenditure between foreign and local elements is as followss

Percentage of total Fixed Assets

Total Regional Foreign

Mechanical & Electrical Plant 55 2 53

Mechanical services 8 2 6

Electrical services 12 2 10

Structures 7 3 4

Building works 6 6 -

Civil Engineering 12 10 _2
100 25 75

Design & Engineering 7 2 5

Other Preliminary Costs 10 8 2

Working Capital 10 8 2

127 43 84
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5« The product-mix will include rods, bars and wire rod, hot rolled
and cold reduced flat products and light and medium structural sections.

6. Profitability criteria, defined by surplus profits or gross rate of
return suggests that & single integrated iron and steel complex located in

Que Que area is the most profitable production unit. However, some other

plans viz a single integrated works at Lusaka, Plan F, involving rolling
facilities at Mombasa and Plan G involving two works set up near Que Que and.
Tororo are also found to be profitable, according to above criteria.

It may be noted here that the criteria for appraisal of the project
used in Consultants' report, as well as by ECA suffers from one serious
defect that it does not take into account time factor i.e. costs and

returns cccuring at different points is not recognized. To remedy this
defect "internal rate of return" is calculated here for the optimum plan

(i.e. a single integrated works at Que Que) and on most optimistic assump¬

tion's it is found to be 12%. For other plans it will be less than 12$;.

7. The effective manning of the industry will in the first phase require
about 6000 personnel in 1969» expanding to about 12000 by 1977» Of this
total manpower requirements 3% will be managerial, 5% Technical, 25%
administrative and classical, 5% supervisory, 30% skilled and 32% semi-
and unskilled.

Finally, it may be remarked that if the plan is accepted for imple¬

mentation, a more comprehensive planning study will be required before
execution of the project. This will involves

a) A more detailed appraisal of markets to establish the exact product-
mix

b) A reassessment of process selection

c) A thorough examination of engineering of the project

d) A detailed estimate of the capital cost and operating expenses of
the works, both in terms of foreign and regional currency

e) Plan of recruitment and training of personnel required for manning
the industry
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f) An estimate of the profitability of the works, if possible using
Social prices and also estimates of capital-output ratio, net effect
on balances of payment of the region.

g) An estimate of cost of providing other facilities (such as provision
of water, residential and social amenities etc) associated with the

setting up the iron and steel industry.

h) Preparation of a network plan of the development of the project, to
facilitate proper execution and follow-up.
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Table 1

The East andCentral African Sub-Region

1. Ethiopia

2. Somalia

3. Kenya

4. Uganda

5. Tanzania

6. Malawi

7. Zambia

8. Rhodesia

9. Ruanda

10. Burundi

11. Malagasy Republic

12. Mauritius

....f...
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Pattern of Total Iron and Steel Demand in the Region -1965

( By Country )

!
Country Tonnes in

—1

Percent of

1965 Region

Ethiopia 28,505 6. 3

Somalia 4,538 1.0

Kenya 71,454 15.7

Uganda 26,025 5.7

Tanzania 42,983 9-5

Malawi 3,668 0.8

Zambia 53,877 II.8

Rhodesia 169,627 37.3

Ruanda 500 0.1

Burundi 500 0.1

Malagasy 33,829 7.4

Mauritius 19,714 4.3

Région ! 455,220
i

100
!

Source: : Development of the Steel Industry in East and Central Africa,
United Rations Economic Commission for Africa, December 1965»

•A
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Table 2.2 - Growth Rates of Engineering Goods

Consumption 1962- I9Ô0

EGC = Engineering goods consumption Elasticity for Increases of steel
consumption per head with respect
to increases in GDP per head =

1.545

Country Growth rates 1962- 1970 Growth rates 1970 - 1980

Popula¬
tion

%

i GDP

$
GDP
per
capita
a

■■

EGC

per

capita
*

EGC

i
Popula¬
tion

%

GDP

*
GDP

per
capita

cif
A'

EGC

per

capita
%

EGC
€/°

Ethiopia
1

1.7 3.9 2.2 3.4 5.1 2.0 5.5 3-5 5.4 7-4

Somalia 1.8 4.3 2.5 3.9 5.7
"

2.0 5.0 3.0 4.6 6.6

Ruanda 1.2 3.9 2.7 4.2 5.4 1.5 5.0 3.5 5-4 6.9
Burundi 2.6 4.4 1.8 2.8 5.4 2.6 5.0 2.4 3.7 6.3

! Malawi
1

2.8 4.5 1.7 2.6 5.4 2.9 5.5 2.6 4.0 6.9

Mozambique 1.8 6.1 4.3 6.6 8.4 1.8 5.0 3.2 4.9 6.7
Tanzania 2.4 7.6 5.2 8.0 10.4 2.3 6.7 4-4 6.8 9.1

Madagascar 1.5 4.9 3.4 5.3 6.8 2.0 5.0 3.0 4.6 6.6

Uganda 1.9 6.1 4.2 6.5 8.4 2.2 6.8 4.6 7.1 9.3 !
Kenya 2.4 5-4 3.0 4.6 7.0 2.8 6.0 3.2 4.9 7.7 ;

1 Mauritius 1.7 6.4 4.7 7.3 9.0 3.3 5.0 1.7 2.6 5.9 !
1

1 Rhodesia 3.4 4.7 1.3 2.0 5.4 3.5 5.0 1.5 2.3 5.81
j Zambia 2.9 5.6 2.7 4.2 7.1 3.0 6.4 3.4 5-3 8.3

1 Sub- region
1

1

2.1
♦

j

5.1 3.0 4.6 6.7

1

2.3 5.8 3.5 5.4 7.7

.#..j...
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Table 2.3 Estimates of Total Steel Demand, in 1980

(Based, on ECA Report)

Distribution
Centre

Demand by
direct

Consumers

Demand by
Existing
Engineering

Works -

Demand by
Proposed new

Engineering
Works

- [

Total
Demand

Addis Ababa 28,978 10,330 20,924 60,232
Asmara 9,683 3,443 6,974 20,100

Magadiscio 6,606 1,875 - 8,481
Nairobi 68,767 26,445 112,494 207,706
Mombassa 14,752 5,665 24,105 44,522
Kisumu 14,752 5,665 24,105 44,522

Kampala 42,822 8,993 30,776 82,591
Mbale 10,698 2,248 7,696 20,642
Dar- el -Salaam 71,160 16,048 155,349 242,557

Mwanza 17,776 4,013 38,836 60,625

Blantyre 4,244 1,985 596 6,825
Lusaka 54,447 12,236 66,114 132,797
Kitwe 44,566 10,012 54,094 108,672
Salisbury 120,234 55,828 100,580 276,642
Bulawayo 80,143 37,218 67,054 184,415
Kigali 693 225 596 1,514

Bujumbura 633 225 421 1,279
Tananarive 52,583 13,686 22,502 88,771
Port Louis 32,623 7,680 j 512 40,815

1 676,160j
223,820 733,728

I
633,708

1

...o / ...
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Table 2- 4 Pattern of Steel Demand, in the Region - 1980

( By Products)

1
Products Estimates derived in

Consultants' Report
Estimates

E.C.A
based on

. Report

Tonnes in

I98O
Percent of
Total

Tonnes in

I98O
Percentauf
Total

1 Pig iron 7,000 0.66 98,265 6.00

Wire rod 65,300 6.16 211,587 12.97

Rods and Bars 207,600 19,58 346,896 21,30

Light Sections 84,000 7.92 109,787 6.73
Medium Sections 126,000 11.88 125,316 7,64
Heavy Section 18,700 1.76 25,337 1.53

Seamless tubes 20,000 1.89 24,185 1.47

j Plates 56,000 5.27 95,232 5.81
Hot rolled
Sheet and Coil 113,000 10.66 130,394 7.96
Skelp 85,700 8.08 119,848 7.34

■ Cold rolled

j Sheet and Coil
I

277,200 26.14 346,859 21.25

1
1 Total

I—
1,060,500 100.00 1,633,708 100.00

J
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Ta"ble 2-5 Pattern of Total Iron and Steel Demand in The Region -I98O

( By Distribution Centres)

j
Distribution
Centre

I

Estimates derived in
Consultants' Report !

Estimates based on

E.C.A. Report

Tonnes in
1980

?

j Percent of
Region

Tonnes in
I960

Percent of
Region

Addis Ababa 49,900 1 4.7 60,232 3.7

! Asmara 16,600 1.6 20,100 1.2
j

Mogadiscio 10,600 1.0 8,481 0.5

Nairobi 116,200 II.0 207,706 12.7

Mombasa 24,900 2.4 44,522 2.7
1

! Kisumu 24,900 2.4 44,522 2.7

j Kampala 48,500 4.6 82,591 5.1

Mbale 12,100 I.I 2D,642 1.3

; Dar- es-Salaam 80,200 7-6 242,557 14.9
j

Mwanza 20,000 1.9 60,625 3.7
1

1 Blantyre 8,500 Mtrs0 6,825 0.4

Lusaka
i 69,000 6.6 132,787 8.0

Kitwe 66,500 5-4 108,672 6.8

Salisbury 237,200 22.6 276,642 I6.9

Bulawayo 158,100 15-0 184,415 II.3

Kigali 1,200 M•0 1,514 0.1 j
Bujumbura 1,200 0.1 1,279 0.0

Tananarive 78,900 7-4 88,771 5.4

Port Louis 46,000 i 4.4 40,815 2.5

Sub- Region 1,060,000 100 1,633,708 100

i

■•.•I ...
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Table 2-6 Pattern of Total Iron and Steel Demand in the Region-1980

(By Country)

Estimates Derived in Estimates based on

Country Consultants' Report E.C.A. Report
I

| Tonnes in Percent of Tonnes in
j

Percent of

1980 Region 1980 Region

;
! Ethiopia 66,500 6.3 80,332 4-9

Somalia 10,600 1.0 8,481 0.5

Kenya 166,000 15.7 296,750 18. I

i Uganda 60,600 5-7 103,233 6.4
Tanzania 100,200 9.5 303,182 18.6

Malawi 8,500 0.8 6,825 0.4

Zambia 125,500 II. 8 241,469 14.8
Rhodesia 395,300 37.3 461,057 28.2

Ruanda 1,200 0.1 1,514 0.1

Burundi 1,200 0.1 1,279 0.1

j Malagasy 78,900 7-4 88,771 5.4

j Mauritius 46,000 4-3 40,815 2.5

Region
|
1,060,500 100 1,633,708 100

••••j• » #
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Table 4-1

IRON ORE DEPOSITS OF EAST AND CENTRAL AFRICA

,

Deposits Probable Reserves

(million tonnes)
Iron
Content

(Fe)

Remarks

Ethiopia 20 60$ 1. The quoted reserves are very
conservative estimates.

1 Somalia
Í

200

10

35$ 2. Over 80 m. tonnes of low grade
ores (40$ iron content) exists.

;Kenya 27
17

55$ Some low grade ores also exists

;Uganda

[Tanzania

Malawi

[Zambia

[Rhodesia

Ruanda

Burundi

Malagasy Rep.!

Mauritius

30

44.5

1.5

28

42

211 311

17

13

30

134

15

10

4

10

105
38

6 8#

48.5p̂

15%
ï

I
+ 57$

: + 55%
'

+ 57$
68$
63$

+ 55$
+ 60$
60$

+ 60$
+ 55$

60$
35$
46$

Two more deposits 223m. tonnes
(52.5$ iron content) and 200m.
tonnes (30$ iron content) exist.

Other much smaller deposits of low
grade ores are known to exist..,

The majority of known deposits lie
within I50 Km. of Lusaka

Iron ore is widespread occurrence
in Rhodesia. Virtually all known
deposits are wit&in 50 Km. of the
existing rail network.
Estimates of some probable resour¬
ces are confidential.

Several of'^these low grade ores
deposits are known to exist-
Close to the railroad to the coast !

'

/ 1• ••• / • • •
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Coal Resources of East and Central Africa

■

Country Coalfields Types of
Coal

i

Reserve

(million Tonnes)
Proved Probable

Ash
Content
d
/0

Remark

j

Ethiopia Re jo

Dibre
Birhan

Chelga

Ron- coking

Lignite

Lignite

10

1

2

35

6

A deposit j
semi cokingj
coal is bé-t

i

mg laves- ;
tigated in
Rejo.

Tanzania Ruhuhu

Songwe-
Kiwira

lion-coking

Ron-coking

280 28

20

15.8

16.0

1

Malawi Sumku-
Rkombedji

Chiromo

Living-
stonie

Ron-coking

Ron-coking

Ron-coking

11

1

1

-VCM

1

1

1

20.5

19.1

16.0

Zambia Kandabwe Ron-coking j - 50 J 20.0

Rhodesia Wankie

Entuba

Lubimbi

Bubye
Sengwe
Lubu-Sebwu-
gu
Makushwe

Malilongwe

7
Coking
Ron-coking
Coking
Ron- coking
Coking
Ron-coking
Coking
Ron-coking

l Ron-coking
Ron-coking
Ron-coking

! ï

824 300
266 112
68
72
20

54
20

45

90
4,733

264

II.0

25,. 0
12.8
30.0
12.8
18,6
12.0
32.0

23.2
34,8
34.3

Rankie
coa"' field
has the on¬

ly large
and exploit
able déposa¬
it for co¬

king coal
in the re¬

gion.

Malagasy
Rep.

Sakoa

Sambaina

Ron-coking

Ron-coking

55

40

17.0

,

•A
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Table 4*3

Existing and. Potential Power Supplies in

East and Central África

Location Output
MW

.
, 1

Installed] Type Remarks
potential^ |
output
MW

Ethiopias
Interconnected System
Self Contained System

30.00
1.75

72.00 1 Hydro/
3.5O i Thermal/ j

j diesel

Further hydro-poten¬
tial in Central areas
but not near ere de¬

posits
Somalia j

!

w. a.

Kenya:
Seven Porks stage I
Seven Porks Final
Mombasa
Central System

30.00
70.00

35.00+
105.00+
30.00
100.00

:

Hydro
Hydro
Thermal

Hydro, die¬
sel

Scheduled to be com¬

pleted 67/68 Expan¬
sion feasible

Uganda:
Owen Palls: Jinja
Kabale/Mharara
Nile Potential

120.00

1.50
150.00
1.50

250.00+

Hydro
Hydro
Hydro

Tanzania:
Northern Area
Southern Area

18.50
27.00

36.00
54.00

Thermal/
diesel/
hydro

|
Î
i Excludes energy
supplied to Kenya

j
Malawi:

Blantajre

Shin valley
Nkula

10.00

I

Í :
»

'

10.00

240.00+
24.00+

Thermal/
diesel

Hydro
Hydro

i - -
1
!

Large number of
: suitable hydro sites
i

+ Hydro potential available
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Table 4«3 cont'd.

Location Output
MW

Installed
potential
output MW

Type

!
i

Remarks

Zambia:
Victoria Falls
Kariba

Broken Mill
Lusaka
Small lccal supplies

8.00
238.00
19.00
300.00
40.00
15.00
4.75

250.00+
700.00
including
standly
40.00
15.00
4.75

ï

Hydro

Hydro

Hydro
Thermal

Hydro/
diesel

to copper belt
to Lusaka
to Rhodesia

!

I

Rhodesia:

Bulawayo
Umniata

Salisbury
Gwanda )
Shabani )
Umtali )

120.00
120.00
120.00

59.00

120.00
120.00
120.00

59.00

Thermal
Thermal
Thermal

Thermal

\

Hydro-power purchased-
from Kariba, Victoria
and Mozambique.

Rwanda u. a

Burundi 70 MW serves Burundi
from Congo. Thermal
Stations at Bujumburu
and Kitege used for
stand by purposes
only

Malagasy Repub. u. a

Mauritius

i

u. a

+ Hyd.ro potential available.

/
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íabxe 6,1 - Transport Cost of Boiled Products vl • 5 £ per ton)

Distribution Centres Annual product .Annual pro- Potential Pro • otion Centres

I

j

re^j.ixemenxs duct require-
(Consultants' ref ments (B.C.
port .esta- Í A Estimates)
mat~s)(l000 j(lti'oP tons)
tons) |

Asmara Mombasa

Í
!

;
Torero il jocbe Lusaka Que Que

Addis Ababa 49.4 j 57.6 45.5 31.7 53.5 49,8 58.4 51,0

Asmara 16,6 j 19.2 — 21.5 43 < 2 3°. 6 47-9 40.5

Mogadiscio 10.6 j 8.5
. i

21 .5 16. 3 38.1 35-2 41.9 35.1

llairobe 111.7 ; 180.5 32.1 10.6 11.1 35-4 52.4 45.4

Mombasa LJ.Í ; 38.7 2 Í .5 21.8 32,9 41 • 7 j 34.9+-:-
Kisuniu 23.9 ! 38,7

i
10, 1 18.5 8.0 38. 3 60.4 53-4

Kampala 46.2 11.2 15-8 24.2 4.» H AO. 2 6 6, i 59.1

Mbaie '12. 1 j 17.8 44.4 22.8 1.1 42, 3 64.6 57.7

Dar-es-Salaam 76.3 j 212.0 21,5 14.8 3?.i 18.1 41.7 O

Mwanza i y. 'ï ! 53.0 46,1 26.5 10. i 30, i 58.2 59.5

Blantre 3.3 ; 6.7 34. 7 2b.5 50.3 65. 2 33.? 26.5
Lusa.ka 62,1 115.6 65. 4 59.0 81.0 31.7 !

1
24.O

Kitwe 50.8 j 94.6 73 1 66. 7 88- 7 32.0 7.7 31,2

Salisbuory 211.7 j 237.4 36.7 30.5 52.3 42.9 11.2 4.5

Bulawayo 141.2 158.3 46.4
j

40.3 62.0 50.5 18.8 5.0

Kigali 1.1 1.5 63.1 56. 4 26.5 48.1 75.2 75.7

Bujumbura 1.1 1.2 50.2
i

43.5 39-4 | 35.2 63.2 63.1
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Table 6.1 cont'd

I
i I

1
1

I

Tananarive 76.4 85.6 27.3 25.9 47.7 43.0 52.7 45.9

Port Louis 43.5 39.2 22.5 21.1 42.9 39.2
.

46.5 39.7 I
j

I 987-4
i

Kj8.3 1 í T I

I


